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Abstract: To predict and control the total amount of 

mass fraction of refrigerant leak into the passenger 

compartment and temperature through the HVAC 

unit with panel mode of operation. As preliminary 

assessment the problem is solved using the CFD 

solver in steady state. The quality of air passing 

through the ventilation system is of great importance 

when designing and developing climate systems for 

the automotive industry. There are clear benefits both 

concerning the climate comfort in the compartment 

and cost efficiency in the development process, if the 

owing an early stage can be estimated and analysed 

virtually. This project is a part of the development 

work of a computational method to be used for flow 

rate prediction of the climate system in the 

automotive industry. And, to consider this analysis is 

preliminary to identify the correct selection of 

refrigerant for evaporator which will cause the least 

global warming. 

The new method consists of guidelines for setting up 

a numerical model of the climate system and 

directives on how to carry out the refrigerant flow 

rate computations. The climate system refers to the 

complete internal system for transporting refrigerant 

through the vehicle compartment. Since the amount 

of refrigerant mixing with air transported through the 

system and a minor investigation of the solutions 

meshes dependency and the dependency towards 

choice of turbulence 

To evaluate the method, the refrigerant mass flow 

through at outlets with the computational model. The 

CFD simulations of the system modelled as 

turbulence model and with the fan at maximum 

operating speed showed promising results and 

exceeded the measurements completely reliable. 

Instead of a slight, the CFD results would probably 

under predict the flow without the leakage since the 

measured values would most likely be significantly 

larger. 

Even though the results appear to correspond to the 

measured values some further validations are 

suggested. There are some uncertainties connected to 

the measurements both considering leakage and mesh 

resolution. Some effort may also be reserved to 

ensure an unambiguously. 
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Refrigerant The requirements of the climate system 

of today's cars are indeed tough. Although the 

purpose, to provide a comfortable environment for 

the passengers, is the same the means of doing so 

have changed over time. There are of course many 

possibilities connected with the development of new 

techniques such as active control and automatically 

tuned regulators, but there are also some difficulties 

arising with the new technology. Especially the 

pursuit of lowering energy consumption makes some 

features problematic that were previously solved 

naturally. The engines of modern cars are developed 

to minimize heat losses, so there is now less waste 

heat available for heating the compartment and 

defrosting the windshield. It is therefore essential to 

develop an efficient and intelligent climate system to 

reach the goals of lowering fuel consumption and at 

the same time provide a comfortable climate for the 

customer. 

Thermal Comfort: 

The expression “thermal comfort” came into life 

along with the development of HVAC systems. In 

1962, six factors were defined as effective parameters 

of thermal comfort. They are air temperature, air 

velocity, relative humidity, mean radiant temperature, 

clothing insulation, and activity level i.e. metabolic 

rate. “Thermal comfort” is defined by the American 

Society of Heating Refrigeration and Air 

Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) as “the state of 

mind that expresses satisfaction with the surrounding 

environment”.  
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Problem Statement 

 

This project aims to predict the total amount of air 

and pressure drop that passes through the 

compartment using CFD utilities and will be a part of 

the method development for complete vehicle climate 

analysis  

Purpose 

 

Today's requirements on the climate system at auto 

industry are mainly expressed as pressure drops over 

ducts and components and air distribution in the 

nozzles. The existing computational methods 

correspond to these requirements, but the ambition of 

the climate department is to prescribe a required air 

flow into the compartment, and with the current 

methods this cannot be evaluated computationally. 

Therefore, a new method will be developed where the 

fan is included so that the actual volume flow rate 

can be predicted. Even though a major part of this 

thesis is focused on modeling the centrifugal fan and 

to study parameters that presumably affect the 

airflow, the overall purpose is to contribute to the 

method development including the complete climate 

system. Therefore, it is also desirable to avoid 

making the model too computationally expensive. 

Limitations 

 

This project includes only the components directly 

influencing the flow though the climate system. 

NoConsideration will be taken to thermodynamic 

properties such as humidity effects and condensation. 

In other words, the air will be treated as dry 

adiabatic. To reduce the complexity of the model and 

simplify the verification process the complete car will 

not be modelled but only the climate system is 

modelled. 

Theory 

This chapter aims to introduce the reader to the 

background needed to fully acquire the results and 

conclusions. In Section2.1a brief introduction of 

the climate system and fan performance will be 

held and in Section2.2the physics behind the 

computations and some numerical models will be 

explained. If the reader is already familiar with any 

of these areas that section can be omitted. 

However, it is recommended to look through 

Section2.1 about the climate system to get an idea 

about the orientation and notation of the different 

components as 

thesewillbereferredtolaterinthereport. 

The Climate System 

The climate system refers to the complete 

internal system for transporting air through the 

car. In this project the modeled climate system 

has a slightly different configuration namely that 

of the VCC climate test rig. Schematic pictures 

of the complete system can be seen in 

Figure2.1aand the test rig can be seen in Figure 

2.1b. A more detailed description of the test is 

presented in Section3.1. 

 

The air flow in the actual vehicle climate system 

The air flow in theVCCtestrig 

 

Figure 2.1: Schematic illustrations of the 

climate system and its components 

Fan Performance 

The characteristics of the fan may vary depending 

on type and environment. In [15] and [8] a brief 

overview is given and in [10] a more detailed 

study of the aerodynamic aspects can be found.  

Here, a brief introduction to the characteristics of a 

forward curved centrifugal fan will be presented, 

since this is the type of fan used in the project. 
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The Physics and the Computational Model 

 

To predict the flow characteristics, the principles of 

the fluid dynamics have to be expressed 

mathematically.The fundamental principles 

governing the flow are 

 1. Conservation of mass (continuity) 

2. The rate of change in momentum is equal to the 

sum of all forces acting on the fluid element 

(Newton'ssecond law) 

Basic CFD 

 

A detailed discussion of CFD is beyond the scope of 

this report. However, it can be suitable to get some 

basicknowledge on the subject to get better insight 

about the project's outcome 

 

 
These equations are based on the principals of fluid 

dynamics. Equations and Equation are oftenreferred 

to as the Navier-Stokes equations and describe mass 

conservation and rate of change in momentum 

respectively. Equation is the energy equation and is 

connected with the momentum equation via the Ø 

termthat contains an expression for the dissipation. 

Since the temperature has no significant effect on the 

velocity field in this particular case Equation will not 

be treated further. For more information on 

dissipation andthe use of the energy equation 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Flow Field Simulation and Performance Analysis 

ofHVAC Defrosting Duct 

Wei Yang1, a, Wenku Shi1, b, Fuxiang Guo2, 

Weilong Yang2 

 

Model of HVAC defrosting duct of a light bus was 

built, and inner air flow field features was simulated 

in CFD software FLUENT, from which we could 

acquire the outlet flow distribution and jet velocity. 

In addition, to find out whether the jet angle was 

reasonable, model of air flow area close to 

windshield was imported into FLUENT. Distribution 

of airflow velocity on the surface of windshield could 

reflect defrosting performance to some extent 

METHODOLOGY 

 
Setting up the Computational Model 

 Fig 2.CFD Mesh 

 

Boundary conditions 
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Refrigerant Leak 

The CFD results will be presented. Also, CFD results 

from the existing method predicting the refrigerant 

and airflow mass fraction. The CAD model is divided 

into Finite volume representation with prism layers 

for near wall effects and polyhedral fluid volumes 

with 4 lacks mesh count is fine enough to capture the 

flow gradients across the HVAC fluid domain. 

 

Comparing MASS Fractions of Air and 

Refrigerant: 

 

 
Fig3. Mass fraction of Refrigerant 

 

 

 

 

Fig4. Mass fraction of Air

 

Streamlines of Refrigerant and Air: 

 

 
 

Fig5. Stream lines for Refrigerant 

 

 
 

Fig6.Stream lines for air 

 

From the above figs it can be shown that stream lines 

of magnitude for mass fraction of refrigerant and air, 

from this is also found that most of the refrigerant 

entering the cabin,  the passengers may be feel odour 

to the refrigerant due to leakage of corrosion of 

evaporator under high pressure.   
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Fig7. Iso surface for Refrigerant at value of 0.5  

 

From the above figs it can be shown that the iso 

surface drawn for mass fraction of refrigerant at 0.5, 

and it can be overserved the least path resistance 

offering the within havoc unit due to concentration 

difference of species. From the above table 2 it can 

be shown that most of the refrigerant may leaking to 

cabin of the automotive through central outlets due to 

least path resistance. 

 

Velocity Distribution of Refrigerant: 

 

 
Central Outlets 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Outer Outlets    

 
 

Fig8. Mass fraction of Refrigerant at outlets 

 

From the above fig it can be shown that the mass 

fraction of refrigerant at the outlets and it is 

observing that at central outlets carrying the 

refrigerant most into the cabin.  

 

Streamlines of Refrigerant and Air: 

 

 
 

 Fig5. Stream lines for Refrigerant 

 

 

 
 

Fig6.Stream lines for air 
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From the above figs it can be shown that stream lines 

of magnitude for mass fraction of refrigerant and air, 

from this is also found that most of the refrigerant 

entering the cabin,  the passengers may be feel odour 

to the refrigerant due to leakage of corrosion of 

evaporator under high pressure.   

 
Fig7. Iso surface for Refrigerant at value of 0.5  

 

From the above figs it can be shown that the iso 

surface drawn for mass fraction of refrigerant at 0.5, 

and it can be overserved the least path resistance 

offering the within havoc unit due to concentration 

difference of species. From the above table 2 it can 

be shown that most of the refrigerant may leaking to 

cabin of the automotive through central outlets due to 

least path resistance. 

 

Velocity Distribution of Refrigerant: 

 

 
Central Outlets 

 
 

 

 
 

Outer Outlets    

 

Fig8. Mass fraction of Refrigerant at outlets 

 

From the above fig it can be shown that the mass 

fraction of refrigerant at the outlets and it is 

observing that at central outlets carrying the 

refrigerant most into the cabin.  

 

Conclusions 

 

Considering the results of this project there seems to 

be no reason to not include the fan in the 

development and evaluation of the climate system 

and the MRF appears to be a suitable approach for 

the fan model. However, the MRF approach should 

be used with some caution when modelling systems 

with high resistance and low flow rate. The flow in 

such cases is more likely to show large scale transient 

behaviour and the MRF approach is no longer 

suitable. The new method, including the fan, might 

be a good approach for providing information about 

the total flow rate through the compartment but does 

not add any significant improvements for simulating 

the air distribution and direct ability. For these 

purposes the current method, using a uniform mass 

flow as inlet condition, is suitable. And more it is a 

preliminary assessment to under the behaviour of 

refrigerant propagation and identifying the least 

resistance path to enter the cabin. It’s important to 
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selection of a proper evaporative refrigerant which 

will cause the least global warming. 

Temperature Distribution 

To predict and control the temperature through the 

heater core of a ventilation system is of great 

importance when designing and developing climate 

systems for the automotive industry. There are clear 

benefits both concerning the climate comfort in the 

compartment and cost efficiency in the development 

process, if the owing an early stage can be estimated 

and analysed virtually. This project is a part of the 

development work of a computational method to be 

used for temperature predictions of hot and cold 

streams of the air in the climate system in the 

automotive industry. 

The new method consists of guidelines for setting up 

a numerical model of the climate system and 

directives on how to carry out the temperature mixing 

computations. The climate system refers to the 

complete internal system for transporting cooling air 

through the vehicle compartment. Since the amount 

of cooling air transported through the system is 

assumed to be closely connected with the 

performance of the fan, emphasis was directed 

towards the modelling of the centrifugal fan 

To evaluate the method, the mass flow through and 

temperature at outlets with the computational model. 

The CFD simulations of the system modelled as 

turbulence model and with the fan at maximum 

operating speed showed promising results and 

exceeded the measurements completely reliable. 

Instead of a slight, the CFD results would probably 

under predict the flow without the leakage since the 

measured values would most likely be significantly 

larger. 

Problem Statement 

 

This project aims to predict the temperature at the 

outlets air and pressure drop that passes through the 

compartment using CFD utilities and will be a part of 

the method development for complete vehicle climate 

analysis  

Fan Modelling 

 

Generally, there are three different ways to handle the 

total pressure increase caused by the fan. The choice 

of fan model is, as for many CFD problems, a trade-

off between accuracy and computational effort but 

the appropriacy of a certain method is also dependent 

on the application. For a highly unsteady flow there 

is for instance little chance to get satisfying results 

with a steady simulation. 

 
 

 

 

 

 MRF Modelling  

 

The second way to model the fan is to use a rotating 

reference system for the rotating parts. Rotating 

boundary conditions are used inside the rotation 

domain and the centripetal acceleration and Carioles 

acceleration are included in the governing equations 

so that the flow "feels" the forces of the rotation even 

though the fan does not actually move. The 

governing equation for the steady, incompressible 

MRF approach is 

 
 

 

Where the relative velocity, vri= vi – uri, vi is the 

absolute velocity and uri is the velocity due to the 

rotating reference frame. This way of modelling 

rotating bodies is often referred to as Frozen Rotor 

approach or Multiple Reference Frame (MRF) and is 

used in many different applications for rotating 

problems. Since the MRF approach gives a steady 

state solution and the fan does in reality rotate some 

physical phenomena cannot be evaluated using this 

approach but the fact that it is steady state is also 

appealing considering the large amount of 

computational time needed for transient simulations. 

Reports on whether MRF is a suitable strategy for 

modelling these types of problems show varying 

results. We will use the region for creation for blower 

to give rpm as shown in the fig 2 and the blower 

Fig2.MRF modelling for Blower in 

CFD  
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rotation cab is judged by the right-hand thumb rule. 

Fig 3 shows the sectional mesh plot includes the 

prisms to capture the near wall effects and fine mesh 

around the blower to capture the flow gradients in a 

flow field. 

 

Setting up the Computational Model 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

To be able to predict the air flow through the climate 

system the fan was considered of interest and 

therefore a separate study of some fan parameters 

was performed including mesh dependency and 

dependency to choose of turbulence model. It was of 

course important to model the entire system 

accurately. If the pressure drops over the ventilation 

channel for instance would be too high due to some 

nonphysical resistance in the system, the fan would 

be too weak for the purpose of overcoming this 

resistance and the flow rate would be wrongly 

estimated. The fan was modelled using the MRF 

approach to keep the computational time at a 

reasonable level. 

The air flow through the evaporator and heater were 

modelled with the porous media approach in Fluent, 

adding a source 

 

Porous media is modelled by the addition of a 

momentum source term to the standard fluid flow 

equations. The source term is consisting of two parts, 

a viscous loss term and an inertial loss term (the first 

and second terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 3.19)  

2

1
( )

2
i i mag iS v C v v

K


       

 

Where iS  is the source term for the i
th

 (x, y and z) 

momentum equation, K denotes the permeability and 

2C   is the inertial resistance factor. Since the flow 

through porous media is assumed to be laminar, the 

pressure drop is typically proportional to velocity and 

the constant 2C  which is considered to be zero. 

Ignoring convective acceleration and diffusion, the 

porous media model reduces to the Darcy law 

  p v
K


     

 Results and Discussion 

 

The CFD results will be presented. Also, CFD results 

from the existing method predicting the airflow 

distribution and temperature mixing phenomenon 

with modelling the fan by MRF approach. The CAD 

model is divided into Finite volume representation 

with prism layers for near wall effects and polyhedral 

fluid volumes with 5.2 lacks mesh count is fine 

enough to capture the flow gradients across the 

HVAC fluid domain. The heater core volume is 

modelled as volumetric heat source term nearly 

333394.3 w/m
3
 

 
 

and the ambient is entering into the hava system with 

a flow rate of 0.112 kg/s and the inlet temperature  of 

281.5K.                                                         

 

Fig 3.CFD mesh for blower 

with prism layer to capture 

near wall effects 

Fig 4. Mesh for CFD 

analysis  
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Fig2. Temperature in cut plane  

From the above figs it can be shown temperature 

variations and mixing of hot and cold air mixing in 

sectional plane across the HVAC through the 

channel. The channel is provided in HVAC unit for 

to increase the mixing of hot air has and cold air gas 

coming from heater and evaporator. The cold air is 

heated in the heater core where is mixing with cold 

air coming from the channels and the average 

temperature rise by cold air is around 16deg. The rise 

of cold temperature is a function of a air mixture door 

position and the corresponding temperature values 

are predicted through analysis and compared with the 

target values from the test. 

 

 Table2. HVAC system output parameters 

From the above figs it can be shown that the 

temperature line in a HVAC unit and it can be 

observed most of the hot air is moving towards the 

outer outlets and the average temperature difference 

between the outlet’s is should less than the 2K. From 

the table 2 its meeting the desired values but the  

 

From the above fig it can be shown that the average 

temperature at central outlets is less compared to 

Outer outlets. It is observed from the more flow is 

going towards the centre outlets is due to least 

resistance path for flow. 

From the above table it can be observes that the more 

flow is going towards the central outlets and the flow 

distribution is differed by outer outlets with about 8% 

overall. To meet the target values, need to drive the 

flow towards the outer outlets by providing the 

proper air guiders and reduce the recirculation zones 

in order to improve the flow as well as reduce the 

pressure drop across the HVAC unit to meet the 

desired target. 

 

Conclusions 

 

Considering the results of this project there seems to 

be no reason to not include the fan in the 

development and evaluation of the climate system 

and the MRF appears to be a suitable approach for 

 HVAC 

Inlet 

HVAC Outlets Target 

from 

test 

 

Flow 

distribution 

(%)  

 

0.112 

kg/s 

Central 

outlets 

 

0.060744 

Kg/s 

54% 

 

50 % 

Outer 

outlets 

 

0.051751 

Kg/s 

46 % 

50% 

Static 

pressure 

drops (pa) 

525.4 0 525.4 

 

650 

Static 

Temperature  

280K Central 

outlets 

 

Outer 

outlets 

290K 

 

291K 

-- 

Fig1. Vectors for blower 
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the fan model. However, the MRF approach should 

be used with some caution when modelling systems 

with high resistance and low flow rate. The flow in 

such cases is more likely to show large scale transient 

behaviour and the MRF approach is no longer 

suitable. The new method, including the fan, might 

be a good approach for providing information about 

the total flow rate through the compartment but does 

not add any significant improvements for simulating 

the air distribution and direct ability. For these 

purposes the current method, using a uniform mass 

flow as inlet condition, is suitable. 

Considering the results of this project there seems to 

be no reason to not include the fan in the 

development and evaluation of the climate system 

and the MRF appears to be a suitable approach for 

the fan model. However, the MRF approach should 

be used with some caution when modelling systems 

with high resistance and low flow rate. The flow in 

such cases is more likely to show large scale transient 

behaviour and the MRF approach is no longer 

suitable. The new method, including the fan, might 

be a good approach for providing information about 

the total flow rate through the compartment but does 

not add any significant improvements for simulating 

the air distribution and direct ability. For these 

purposes the current method, using a uniform mass 

flow as inlet condition, is suitable. And more it is a 

preliminary assessment to under the behaviour of 

refrigerant propagation and identifying the least 

resistance path to enter the cabin. It’s important to 

selection of a proper evaporative refrigerant which 

will cause the least global warming. 
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